REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
NAVAJO POLICE DEPARTMENT
UNIFORM PURCHASE
BID NUMBER. 18-10-1949VJ
I.

PURPOSE OF REQUEST.
The purpose of this invitation to bid is to purchase uniforms for use by the
Navajo Police Department (NPD). The basis of award will involve several
considerations, to include uniform quality, fit, design, service, and price
considering estimated quantities of uniforms and apparel to be purchased by
the NPD. The successful vendor shall meet all Special Conditions and Garment
Specifications as outlined herein. The successful bidder will furnish uniforms
as ordered in consultation with the successful vendor.

II.

TIME SCHEDULE.
It is the NPD’s intent to follow this process and timetable, resulting in the
selection of a vendor. At the NPD’s discretion, it may change the estimated dates
and the process set forth below as it deems necessary including but not limited
to interviews.
NPD issues RFP.
Deadline for Submittal of Proposals by 12:00 PM.
Evaluation of submitted proposals
Notice of conditional selection and initiate award process
Award by the Navajo Nation (tentative date)

III.

November 28, 2018
January 2, 2019
January 2, 2019
January 9, 2019
April 10, 2019

INSTRUCTION FOR PROPOSERS.
A.

All proposals* must be addressed to:
Delivery:

Victor Joe, Buyer
Purchasing Service Department
Admin Building One
Window Rock Boulevard
Window Rock, Arizona 86515

Mailing:

Victor Joe, Buyer
Purchasing Service Department
Post Office Box 9000
Window Rock, Arizona 86515

*Note this delivery and address surname is limited only to the proposal
delivery and mailing.
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B.

Any questions or inquiries regarding the scope of purchase should be
brought to the attention of
Leonard Redhorse III, Police Lieutenant
Office of the Chief of Police
Navajo Police Department
928-871-6363
lredhorse@navajo-nsn.gov

C.

All proposals must be in a sealed envelope and clearly marked "NPD
UNIFORM PURCHASE. 18-10-1949VJ”. The name and address of
the proposing vendor must be shown on the face of the envelope.

D.

All proposals must be received by 12:00pm on Wednesday, January
2, 2019. Proposals will not be accepted after this deadline. Two (2)
copies of the proposal must be enclosed in the sealed envelope. No
facsimile, electronic or telephone proposals will be accepted.

E.

Proposals should be prepared simply and economically, providing
a straight forward, concise description of provider capabilities to
satisfy the requirements of the request. Special bindings, colored
displays, promotional materials, etc. are not desired. Emphasis should
be on completeness and clarity of content.

F.

The NPD will notify proposers of the outcome of their proposals on or
near the date indicated in the above time schedule.

G.

Proposal Submittal must include:
1.

Company name and address, as well as the name and direct
contact information of the primary and secondary account
representatives. Briefly describe the primary and secondary
account representatives’ experience delivering services to Police
organizations similar in size and scope of those listed under the
Scope of Services in this RFP and years of service at your
company.

2.

What is the Lead Time to deliver product After Receipt of Order?
Define the process and timeline you anticipate for delivery of the
identified goods.

3.

A statement that your firm/company is available to measure
Police personnel in the seven police districts of NPD for accurate
measurements.

4.

Describe your relationship with the Manufacturer of the uniforms
and apparel proposed for this RFP. Include how you plan to
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guarantee continuity of supply, quality and uniformity of
appearance throughout the life of the resulting purchase.
5.

What is the estimated lifespan of each proposed garment given
normal wearing conditions?

6.

List three (3) references whom the NPD can contact, from
agencies of similar size that have purchased police uniforms from
your company within the last two (3) years. Include the name and
address of each referenced organization, as well as the name,
title, and phone number of the contact person. The NPD reserves
the option to check references at its sole discretion.

7.

At the NPD’s option, top ranked firms/companies may be
requested to supply sample garments for review prior to contract
award.

8.

Identify from what location the proposer will provide the identified
goods to the NPD.

9.

Describe systems and mechanisms that would be established for
status reporting during the project.

10. Proposer shall acknowledge the purchase will be made using a
Navajo Nation Purchase Order.
11. A completed W-9 Form (Exhibit B)
12. A Navajo Nation Certification Regarding Debarment and
Suspension (Exhibit C)
13. A statement identifying your firm/company has Reviewed the
Purchase Order Terms and Conditions (Exhibit D) [Note, the
Terms and Conditions are binding and take precedence.] and
there is a understanding of that review.
14. A statement identifying your firm/company has Reviewed the
Uniform Specification for the Navajo Police Department (Exhibit
E) and the proposal meets the required specifications.
IV.

SELECTION CRITERIA.
The NPD will use the following criteria in its evaluation and comparison of
proposals submitted. The order in which they appear is not intended to indicate
their relative importance.
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WEIGHTING
FACTOR
2

QUALIFICATION

STANDARDS

Scope of Proposal

2

Assigned Personnel

1

Availability

1

Sustainability

2

Cost

2

Firm Capability

1

References

1

Acknowledgements

Does the proposal address all elements of the RFP?
Does the proposal show an understanding of the
project objectives, methodology to be used and
results/outcomes required by the project? Are there
any exceptions to the Scope of Services,
Specifications or Terms?
Do the account representatives have the necessary
skills and years of experience delivering service of
similar scope? Are sufficient people of the requisite
skills and qualifications assigned to the project?
Can the target Lead Time be met? Are other qualified
personnel available to assist Police personnel when
needed? Is the vendor available to measure Police
personnel as required by the Scope of Services?
What is the estimated lifespan of each proposed
garment given normal wearing conditions
Does the proposal include detailed cost break-down
for each cost element as applicable and are the line
item costs competitive? Do the proposed costs
compare favorably with the NPD’s estimate?
Does the firm have the resources, capacity and
support capabilities required to successfully deliver
quality service and product?
Does the firm have positive references that corollate
to successful project completion?
Did the firm/company acknowledge that a purchase
order will be used? Did the firm/company provide their
current W-9 and debarment? Did the firm/company
state they reviewed the terms and conditions? Did the
firm/company state they reviewed the specifications
and that their proposal meets the required
specifications?

The NPD shall not be obligated to accept the lowest priced proposal, but shall
make an award to the most responsible and responsive proposer whose proposal
is most advantageous to and best serves the needs of the NPD and the Navajo
Nation taking into consideration price and the evaluation factors set forth.
V.

SCOPE OF PURCHASE.
The scope of purchase to be covered are attached herein as Exhibit A.

VI.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
A.

The NPD reserves the right to reject any and all proposals, and to waive
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minor irregularities in any proposal.

VII.

B.

The NPD reserves the right to request clarification of information
submitted, and to request additional information from any proposer.

C.

The information submitted will be analyzed and may be shared
internally, appear in reports, as appropriate and at the NPD's discretion.
Proprietary, classified, confidential, or sensitive information should be
clearly marked in your response. The NPD reserves the right to use any
non-proprietary information. No basis for claims against the NPD shall
arise as a result of a response to this RFP or from the NPD's use of such
information.

D.

The NPD reserves the right to award all or a portion of the required goods
to more than one qualified proposer at the NPD’s sole discretion.

E.

The purchase order resulting from acceptance of a proposal by the NPD
shall be in a form supplied or approved by the NPD and shall reflect the
specifications in this RFP. The Purchase Order Terms and Conditions is
attached.

F.

After preliminary selection and prior to contract award, the NPD will meet
with the Proposer to review procedures for invoicing, payment, reporting,
if any, and monitoring contract performance.

G.

The NPD shall not be responsible for any costs incurred by the Proposer
in preparing, submitting or presenting its response to this RFP.

H.

The successful proposer agrees to reimburse the Navajo Police
Department the cost for advertising this RFP.

I.

Nothing in the RFP is intended to or shall have the effect of waiving any
privileges or immunities afforded the Navajo Nation including, but not
limited to, sovereign immunity or official immunity and it is expressly
agreed that the Navajo Nation retains such privileges.

J.

The Navajo Nation is a sovereign government and all contracts entered
into as a result of the RFP shall comply with the Navajo Nation law, rules
and regulations, including the Navajo Preference in Employment Act, and
applicable federal law, rules and regulations.

COMPENSATION
A.

Present detailed information for the identified goods, inclusive of Navajo
Nation sales tax (6%) [24 NNC § 201 et seg.]. The Navajo Nation will not
pay any other tax associated to this goods purchase.

B.

In the event you have specific questions regarding the applicability of this
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tax, please contact the Office of the Navajo Tax Commission, Compliance
Department at 928-871-6681.
C.

VIII.

Payment by the NPD for the identified goods will only be made after the
identified goods have been delivered and accepted by authorized NPD
representatives. The NPD requires that all its vendors have a
Department of Treasury Internal Revenue Service Form W-9 on file with
the NPD to accommodate payment. Itemized billings shall be submitted
upon completion containing information specified by the NPD as
described in Exhibit A.

LICENSE REQUIREMENT
A.

The Navajo Nation requires the successful proposer, at its sole
expense, to procure and maintain adequate and sufficient insurance for
all potential liability, such as commercial general liability, automobile
liability, worker’s compensation, professional liability errors and
omissions liability, etc.
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EXHIBIT A
SCOPE OF PURCHASE
The Navajo Police Department is requesting proposals on the following for purchase using a Navajo
Nation Purchase Order. Please review the Purchase Order Terms and Conditions and the Uniform
Specifications for the Navajo Police Department Specifications which are attached. Please include the
shipping as a separate line item.
The successful vendor will measure / fit employees at no additional cost to obtain a proper fit for each
employee. Measurements will be performed within twenty (20) calendar days of request. This process
will determine the sizes needed for the respective item.
I.

ANNUAL OFFICER ORDER
a. Description:

Police 6 Pocket Uniform Trouser
1. 75% Polyester 25% Wool 12oz Serge Top Dyed w/ NanoTex
2. Taupe
ii. Quantity:
1200

b. Description:

Uniform Shirt – Short Sleeve
1. 75% Polyester/ 25% Wool 9 1/2 oz. Tropical Weave Stock Dyed
2. Taupe
ii. Quantity:
600

c. Description:
Uniform Shirt – Long Sleeve
1. 75% Polyester/ 25% Wool 9 1/2 oz. Tropical Weave Stock Dyed
2. Taupe
ii. Quantity:
600
II.

Drop Shipment
a. Navajo Police Department HQ, Property Warehouse #1, Navajo Route 12, Building 2639,
Fort Defiance, Arizona 86504
b. This is NOT the billing address. Only the shipping address. Billing is the address below.

Please include the time frame for delivery of each line item.
The Billing address will be:
Attn: Financial Management
Office of the Chief of Police
Navajo Police Department
Post Office Box 3360
Window Rock, Arizona 86515
928‐871‐6363
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EXHIBIT B
FORM W-9
(Rev. 11-2017)

W-9

Form
(Rev. November 2017)
Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

Request for Taxpayer
Identification Number and Certification
▶

Give Form to the
requester. Do not
send to the IRS.

Go to www.irs.gov/FormW9 for instructions and the latest information.

1 Name (as shown on your income tax return). Name is required on this line; do not leave this line blank.

Print or type.
See Specific Instructions on page 3.

2 Business name/disregarded entity name, if different from above
4 Exemptions (codes apply only to
certain entities, not individuals; see
instructions on page 3):

3 Check appropriate box for federal tax classification of the person whose name is entered on line 1. Check only one of the
following seven boxes.
Individual/sole proprietor or
single-member LLC

C Corporation

S Corporation

Partnership

Trust/estate
Exempt payee code (if any)

Limited liability company. Enter the tax classification (C=C corporation, S=S corporation, P=Partnership) ▶
Note: Check the appropriate box in the line above for the tax classification of the single-member owner. Do not check Exemption from FATCA reporting
LLC if the LLC is classified as a single-member LLC that is disregarded from the owner unless the owner of the LLC is
code (if any)
another LLC that is not disregarded from the owner for U.S. federal tax purposes. Otherwise, a single-member LLC that
is disregarded from the owner should check the appropriate box for the tax classification of its owner.
Other (see instructions) ▶
5 Address (number, street, and apt. or suite no.) See instructions.

(Applies to accounts maintained outside the U.S.)

Requester’s name and address (optional)

6 City, state, and ZIP code
7 List account number(s) here (optional)

Part I

Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN)

Enter your TIN in the appropriate box. The TIN provided must match the name given on line 1 to avoid
backup withholding. For individuals, this is generally your social security number (SSN). However, for a
resident alien, sole proprietor, or disregarded entity, see the instructions for Part I, later. For other
entities, it is your employer identification number (EIN). If you do not have a number, see How to get a
TIN, later.
Note: If the account is in more than one name, see the instructions for line 1. Also see What Name and
Number To Give the Requester for guidelines on whose number to enter.

Part II

Social security number

–

–

or
Employer identification number

–

Certification

Under penalties of perjury, I certify that:
1. The number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer identification number (or I am waiting for a number to be issued to me); and
2. I am not subject to backup withholding because: (a) I am exempt from backup withholding, or (b) I have not been notified by the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) that I am subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all interest or dividends, or (c) the IRS has notified me that I am
no longer subject to backup withholding; and
3. I am a U.S. citizen or other U.S. person (defined below); and
4. The FATCA code(s) entered on this form (if any) indicating that I am exempt from FATCA reporting is correct.
Certification instructions. You must cross out item 2 above if you have been notified by the IRS that you are currently subject to backup withholding because
you have failed to report all interest and dividends on your tax return. For real estate transactions, item 2 does not apply. For mortgage interest paid,
acquisition or abandonment of secured property, cancellation of debt, contributions to an individual retirement arrangement (IRA), and generally, payments
other than interest and dividends, you are not required to sign the certification, but you must provide your correct TIN. See the instructions for Part II, later.

Sign
Here

Signature of
U.S. person ▶

Date ▶

General Instructions
Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code unless otherwise
noted.
Future developments. For the latest information about developments
related to Form W-9 and its instructions, such as legislation enacted
after they were published, go to www.irs.gov/FormW9.

Purpose of Form
An individual or entity (Form W-9 requester) who is required to file an
information return with the IRS must obtain your correct taxpayer
identification number (TIN) which may be your social security number
(SSN), individual taxpayer identification number (ITIN), adoption
taxpayer identification number (ATIN), or employer identification number
(EIN), to report on an information return the amount paid to you, or other
amount reportable on an information return. Examples of information
returns include, but are not limited to, the following.
• Form 1099-INT (interest earned or paid)
Cat. No. 10231X

• Form 1099-DIV (dividends, including those from stocks or mutual
funds)
• Form 1099-MISC (various types of income, prizes, awards, or gross
proceeds)
• Form 1099-B (stock or mutual fund sales and certain other
transactions by brokers)
• Form 1099-S (proceeds from real estate transactions)
• Form 1099-K (merchant card and third party network transactions)
• Form 1098 (home mortgage interest), 1098-E (student loan interest),
1098-T (tuition)
• Form 1099-C (canceled debt)
• Form 1099-A (acquisition or abandonment of secured property)
Use Form W-9 only if you are a U.S. person (including a resident
alien), to provide your correct TIN.
If you do not return Form W-9 to the requester with a TIN, you might
be subject to backup withholding. See What is backup withholding,
later.
Form W-9 (Rev. 11-2017)

Exhibit C
NAVAJO NATION CERTIFICATION
Regarding Debarment and
Suspension
Applicant acknowledges that to the best of his/her knowledge that their company and principal
participants on this contract:
1. Are not debarred, suspended, or otherwise slated for debarment, ineligible and/or excluded
from participation on Federal, State, and Tribal Government contracts etc.
2. Are not presently nor have been under criminal indictment or civilly charged by a
governmental entity (Federal, State, and Tribal Government) for fraud, forgery,
falsification, theft, bribery, destruction of records, receiving stolen property and other
criminal offenses in the administration of a government contract.
3. Have not been terminated for cause or convenience by a governmental entity in the
administration of a government contract (Federal, State, and Tribal Government).
4. If the Navajo Nation determines that the Certificate provided herein is not true, it will be
grounds to terminate the contract and pursue other legal remedies.

Applicant's Address

Name & Signature of Applicant

Type or Print Name

Signature

Contracts and Grants Section, OMB

P.O. Box 646, Window Rock, AZ 86515

Date

(928) 871-6470, Fax 871-6567

EXHIBIT E
UNIFORM SPECIFICATIONS
FOR THE NAVAJO POLICE DEPARTMENT
SPECIAL CONDITIONS
PURPOSE: The purpose of this invitation to bid is to purchase various items of uniform apparel for use
by the Navajo Police Department (NPD).
The basis of award will involve several considerations, to include uniform quality, fit, design, service, and
price considering estimated quantities of uniforms and apparel to be purchased by the NPD. The
successful vendor shall meet all Special Conditions and Garment Specifications as outlined herein. The
successful bidder will furnish uniforms as ordered in consultation with the successful vendor.
BIDDERS INQUIRIES: The bidder shall examine the solicitation to determine if the requirements are
clearly stated. Questions concerning conditions and specifications of this solicitation should be directed to
the point of contact established under III.B of the bid announcement.
MEASUREMENTS: The successful bidder shall ensure a proper fit for all employees. Upon request by
the Department, the successful bidder shall measure/fit employees at no additional cost to the
Department, to obtain a proper fit for any employee experiencing problems with measuring and proper fit
of the uniform items. Measurements will be performed within twenty (20) calendar days of request. Bidder
shall provide on-site measuring for all recruit classes.
DELIVERY: An order is considered complete when all patches, stripes and emblems are installed. All
orders shall be shipped with the Officer’s name attached to each uniform package or if there are multiple
uniform orders that are shipped at the same time, each uniform order shall be included in its own
packaging and labeled with the Officer’s name.
LABELING: All garments must have a care label permanently affixed giving the care instructions and
must show the lot number, size, fiber content and WPL number of the garment. The labels for permanent
press or fine washables shall reflect specific washing care instructions.
EMBLEMS, LOGO’S, EMBELISHMENTS: All prices are to include the necessary emblems, and
embellishments. Emblems will be furnished to the successful bidder. The cost to sew them on is
the sole responsibility of the vendor. Shirts and Jackets are to include the Agency Emblem on
each sleeve.
WARRANTY: All material shall be new, of current manufacture and shall carry the standard warranties
prescribed for each specified fabric. Vendor shall submit to the Department, if requested, new fabrics to
test as they come on the market. Additional or reduced cost for new fabrics for each item shall be
negotiated and agreed upon in writing. Supporting documentation showing increased or decreased costs
shall include invoices of old fabric vs. cost of new fabric.
Workmanship and products shall be in accordance with standard practices of the trade. Special attention
is directed to the fact that seams tearing at the seam line, gathering of fabric or puckering of garments
after wear or use in not acceptable. Garments must be fully warranted against defects for a minimum of
90 days.
PRICES: Bid must be submitted in a manner that answers the “Exhibit A Scope of Purchase.”. A price of
each item must be listed or the bid will be rejected. Prices shall be F.O.B., Window Rock, AZ. The
Navajo Nation will only pay the Navajo Nation Sales Tax of 6% [24 NNC § 201 et seg.]. The Navajo
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Nation will not pay any other tax associated to this goods purchase. Please refer to VII.A-C of this bid
announcement.
Industry-wide price reductions shall be accorded to the Navajo Police Department during the period of
this purchase.
AWARD: This bid will be awarded to a single vendor based on the total aggregate price bid for those
items indicated on the Bid Form as well as the vendor’s ability to meet the other required criteria (within a
maximum of 30 working days after opening. A tentative award by the NPD should occur by February 4,
2019. The Navajo Police Department reserves the right to make split or multiple awards based on this
single solicitation.
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE: As part of the bid, the successful bidder shall provide the
name, address and telephone number of at least two customer service representatives assigned to the
purchase. These persons shall be available to meet prior to the purchase and on a quarterly basis, if
requested, and to service the account, taking measurements, etc. All costs associated with the customer
service representative shall be the responsibility of the successful bidder.
REFERENCES: Each bidder shall list the names of at least three customers that the bidder is currently
supplying, with service requirements similar to those sought herein, i.e. stocking uniform supplier, on-site
customer measurement. Unverifiable or unsatisfactory references; or references for services not
comparable to those sought herein, may lead to rejection of a bid as non-responsive to this requirement.
Vendor’s ability to meet requirements under previous contracts may be considered.
SPECIFICATIONS: All specifications have been provide, herein, to establish the required minimum
quality standard.
ADDITIONS / DELETIONS: Items discontinued by the Navajo Police Department will be deleted from any
order awarded in accordance with this invitation to bid. Items may be deleted for other appropriate
reasons as well. Additional or replacement garments and/ or related items may be added by mutual
consent, with specifications and prices agreed upon by the parties. Fabric, material, design, or
construction changes to garments and/or related items may be requested, with specifications and prices
agreed upon by the parties.
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MALE POLICE 6 POCKET UNIFORM TROUSER
Description:
Sizes:
Color:
Fabric:

MALE POLICE 6 POCKET UNIFORM TROUSER
28 – 46 Standard, 48 and up Special
Taupe
75% Polyester 25% Wool 12oz Serge Top Dyed w/ NanoTex

Style:

The pant shall have a plain front with quarter top front pockets, 1" wide belt loops, two
back pockets for a clean professional appearance. The pant cuff shall be of open
construction to allow for custom finishing and shall have a 37 ½” inch inseam (unfinished).

Pockets:

The front pocket opening shall be a minimum 6½" long and be 6" deep from the bottom of
the pocket opening. The inside front pocket facing shall be a separate piece of selfmaterial finishing no less than 1" wide. There shall be a hidden vault pocket in the right
hand front pocket secured with a #3 YKK invisible zipper. The back pockets will have a
minimum opening of 5½" and be 7 1/2" deep. Each back pocket shall have a 1 1/4” loop
closure tab with a bar tack located 3/8” from point of attachment to secure the buttonhole.
The loop tab shall attach to a ligne 20, durable button. Each pocket corner shall have a
3/8” triangle bar tack for reinforcement.
There shall be two cut in cargo pockets centered on each outside side seam with the top
opening positioned 3” below the side pockets. Pocket shall be a minimum of 7” wide (the
width increases with graded sizes) X 9 ½” deep. There shall be a center tab on the
outside seam attached by two bar tacks to secure a reinforced ligne 14, durable button
centered along the bottom edge of the pocket bag. The pocket shall be closed with a #3
YKK nylon coil zipper with a 1” pocket welt. (Hidden & Secure (H&S cargo™) cargo
pocket.

Buttons:

All buttons shall be 100% Polyester and shall pass ASTM 5171-1191.84 kg mass
dropped from a height of 67mm. The buttons shall be pearlized.

Pocketing:

All pocketing shall be heavy-duty black 150-denier 70% Polyester/30% Cotton tuxedo
pocketing with a minimum thread count of 82 x 64. The waistband and inside seam
binding shall be made with pocketing material cut on the bias.

Waistband:

The waistband shall be designed to allow for 4” of mechanical expansion though two
unique double waistband panels with 1¼” elastic built in. (Expand on Demand®
waistband) The front waistband shall be held with a hidden 6” X 1 1/4” elastic attached
to a tapered tab of self-material. The inside waistband shall be held with 7” X 1 ¼” elastic
sewn to the waistband inside fold back to a separate enclosed channel which is joined to
the front waistband channel at the top of the front pocket opening. The elastic shall
remain concealed even when the waistband is stretched to its maximum length. The
curtain, shall be made of the heavy duty tuxedo pocketing material listed above, bias-cut,
and shall have a continuous parallel 7/16" wide silicone band designed to work with the
corresponding SPDU shirt for maximum shirt retention (SRS® Shirt Retention System).
The finished waistband shall be 2 1/8" wide and shall be closed with two crush-proof
riveted oxidized metal hook and eyes. The finished waistband shall be set on and shall
be stitched below the lower edge through the outer fabric and the waistband curtain.

Inner Fly/Crotch:
The right fly and front crotch linings shall be the same fabric and color as the waistband
curtain. There shall be a TC #8000 interlining sewn between the fly and the fly lining to
give additional stability and strength to the fly. The right fly lining shall be sewn to the left
fly below the zipper and continue centered on the join seam across the inseam and end
1" onto the back seam. A separate French fly made of the outer fabric with a lining of
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reinforced pocketing shall be sewn to the inside right fly. The fly attachment button shall
be a ligne 20, 100% polyester durable button. The button shall pass ASTM 5171-1191,
using a .84 kg mass dropped from 67 mm.
There shall be a diamond shaped reinforced crotch gusset measuring 9” wide X 4 ¾”
sewn with a five needle safety stitch to prevent crotch seam failure.
Zipper:

The trousers shall be closed with a #4 YKK brass memory lock zipper and have a brass
bottom stop at the base of the zipper chain. A straight bar tack shall be sewn through
from the outside of the garment to the inside at the bottom of the fly. The bar tack shall be
sewn through the zipper tape; the right and left fly and the right fly lining. The right and
left fly shall be joined by an additional bar tack located at level of the bottom zipper stop
on the inside of the trouser.

Belt Loops:

There should be a minimum of 5 lined belt loops on waist sizes 28, 29, 30, and a
minimum of 7 lined loops on all sizes over 30. Each loop is to be 1” wide of double
thickness, with stitching on the face side ⅜" from each edge. Except for the center back
loop, which shall be tacked on, all loops shall be sewn into the bottom of the waistband
and into the rocap.

Creasing:

The front and back crease in the trouser legs shall incorporate a permanent resin bonded
silicone crease produced by the Creaset™ System. The crease shall be properly cured
to insure that the crease is permanent so that no amount of home laundering shall
remove the crease.

Stripe:

There shall be a 1” Spruce Green Stripe sewn from the waistband down the side of each
outseam and MUST WRAP POCKET WELT. Stripe shall be free from puckering and
shall be made using a corresponding fabric.

Seaming:

The entire trouser is to be seamed with Polyester core or 100% Polyester spun thread. If
necessary, use steam iron, low setting.

Labels:

The trouser shall have a sewn-in label giving care instructions and an outside waistband
label which shall be marked with lot number, size, fiber content, and cut number. A
permanent size label shall be sewn inside on the hip pocket.

Care Instructions:
Dry Clean or Machine wash in warm water in gentle cycle. Wash dark colors separately
and rinse thoroughly. Do not bleach. Tumble-dry completely at low heat and remove
promptly. If necessary, use steam iron, low setting.
Sizes:

Men’s waist sizes as listed below.
28 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Failure to provide any of the following will be cause for rejection.


Manufacturer must be ISO 9001: 2015 certified and a copy of certificate shall be included
with bid and dated prior to bid release date.



Manufacturer must provide a published lifetime or limited lifetime warranty against
product defects and component failure. There will be no special/alternate warranties
accepted for this item.
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A representative size run of this item as specified must be provided with vendors bid. This
size run will include sizes 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 and will be kept with the Department
for the duration of this purchase.
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FEMALE POLICE 6 POCKET UNIFORM PANT
Description:
Sizes:
Color:
Fabric:

FEMALE POLICE 6 POCKET UNIFORM PANT
4-24 Standard, 26 and up Special
Taupe
75% Polyester 25% Wool 12oz Serge Top Dyed w/ NanoTex

STYLE:

The pant shall have a plain front with quarter top front pockets, 1" wide belt loops, two
back pockets for a clean and professional appearance. The pant cuff shall be of open
construction to allow for custom finishing and shall have a 35-inch inseam (unfinished).
Female pattern shall be current to Departments standards.

POCKETS:

The front pocket opening shall be a minimum 6½" long and be 6" deep from the bottom of
the pocket opening. The inside front pocket facing shall be a separate piece of selfmaterial finishing no less than 1" wide. There shall be a hidden vault pocket in the right
hand front pocket secured with a #3 YKK invisible zipper. The back pockets will have a
minimum opening of 5½" and be 7 1/2" deep. Each back pocket shall have a 1 1/4” loop
closure tab with a bar tack located 3/8” from point of attachment to secure the buttonhole.
The loop tab shall attach to a ligne 20, durable button. Each pocket corner shall have a
3/8” triangle bar tack for reinforcement.
There shall be two cut in cargo pockets centered on each outside side seam with the top
opening positioned 3” below the side pockets. Pocket shall be a minimum of 7” wide (the
width increases with graded sizes) X 9 ½” deep. There shall be a center tab on the
outside seam attached by two bar tacks to secure a reinforced ligne 14, durable button
centered along the bottom edge of the pocket bag. The pocket shall be closed with a #3
YKK nylon coil zipper with a 1” pocket welt. (Hidden & Secure (H&S cargo™) cargo
pocket.

BUTTONS:

All buttons shall be 100% Polyester and shall pass ASTM 5171-1191.84 kg mass
dropped from a height of 67mm. The buttons shall be pearlized.

POCKETING: All pocketing shall be heavy-duty black 150 denier 70% polyester / 30% cotton tuxedo
pocketing with a minimum thread count of 82 x 64. The waistband and inside seam
binding shall be made with pocketing material cut on the bias.
WAISTBAND: The waistband shall be designed to allow for approximately 4” of mechanical expansion
though two unique double waistband panels with built in elastic 1 ¼” wide. (Expand On
Demand Waistband®). The outer front waistband shall be held with hidden 6” x 1 ¼"
elastic attached to a tapered tab of self material. The inside waistband shall be held with
7” x 1 ¼” elastic sewn inside and folded back into a separate enclosed channel joined to
the front waistband channel at the top of the front pocket opening. The elastic shall
remain concealed even when the waistband is stretched to maximum potential. The
curtain shall be made of heavy duty tuxedo pocketing material, bias-cut, and shall have a
continuous parallel of 7/16" rectangular piece of silicone designed to work with the
corresponding SPDU shirts for shirt retention (SRS® Shirt Retention System). The
finished waistband shall be 2 1/8" wide and shall be closed with two crush-proof riveted
oxidized metal hook and eyes. The finished waistband shall be set on and shall be
stitched below the lower edge through the outer fabric and the waistband curtain.
INNER FLY/CROTCH:
The right fly and front crotch linings shall be the same fabric and color as the waistband
curtain. There shall be a TC #8000 interlining sewn between the fly and the fly lining to
give additional stability and strength to the fly. The right fly lining shall be sewn to the left
fly below the zipper and continue centered on the join seam across the inseam and end
1" onto the back seam. A separate French fly made of the outer fabric with a lining of
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reinforced pocketing shall be sewn to the inside right fly. The fly attachment button shall
be a ligne 20, 100% polyester durable button. The button shall pass ASTM 5171-1191,
using a .84 kg mass dropped from 67 mm.
ZIPPER:

The trousers shall close with a #4 YKK brass memory lock zipper and have a brass
bottom stop at the base of the zipper chain. A straight bar tack shall be sewn through
from the outside of the garment to the inside at the bottom of the fly. The bar tack shall be
sewn through the zipper tape; the right and left fly and the right fly lining. The right and
left fly shall be joined by an additional bar tack located at level of the bottom zipper stop
on the inside of the trouser.

BELT LOOPS: Each loop is to be 1” wide of double thickness, with stitching on the face side ⅜" from
each edge. Except for the center back loop, which shall be tacked on, all loops shall be
sewn into the bottom of the waistband and into the rocap.
CREASING:

The front and back crease in the trouser legs shall incorporate permanent resin bonded
silicone crease produced by Creaset™. The crease shall be properly cured to insure that
it remains permanent and no amount of home laundering shall remove the crease.

STRIPE:

There shall be a 1” Spruce Green Stripe sewn from the waistband down the side of each
outseam and MUST WRAP POCKET WELT. Stripe shall be free from puckering and
shall be made using a corresponding fabric.

SEAMING:

The entire trouser is to be seamed with Polyester core or 100% Polyester spun thread.

LABELS:

The trouser shall have a sewn-in label giving care instructions and an outside waistband
label which shall be marked with lot number, size, fiber content, and cut number. A
permanent size label shall be sewn inside on the hip pocket.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
Dry Clean or Machine wash in warm water in gentle cycle. Wash dark colors separately
and rinse thoroughly. Do not bleach. Tumble-dry completely at low heat and remove
promptly. If necessary, use steam iron, low setting.
Sizes:

Female sizes as listed below.
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Failure to provide any of the following will be cause for rejection.


Manufacturer must be ISO 9001: 2015 certified and a copy of certificate shall be included
with bid and dated prior to bid release date.



Manufacturer must provide a published lifetime or limited lifetime warranty against
product defects and component failure. There will be no special/alternate warranties
accepted for this item.



A representative size run of this item as specified must be provided with vendors bid.
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UNIFORM SHIRT-MALE SHORT SLEEVE
Description:
Sizes:
Color:
Fabric:

UNIFORM SHIRT – MALE SHORT SLEEVE
14.5-18.5 Standard, 19 and up Special
Taupe
75% Polyester/ 25% Wool 9 1/2 oz. Tropical Weave Stock Dyed

Style:

The Shirt shall be standard military style with shirttails and permanently stitched two (2)
front and three (3) back creases.

Tailoring:

This garment shall be constructed according to the principles set forth in the
specifications. All stitches shall be of the proper tension and size so as to avoid
puckering after the shirt has been laundered and to give best durable press performance.
All sewing shall be with polyester core thread to match shirt fabric. The collar and cuffs
are to be single stitched 1/4" from edge. The pockets, flaps and epaulets shall be edge
stitched.

Collar:

The collar points shall be medium spread approximately 3" in length. The outside edge of
the collar shall be stitched with a ¼” edge stitch. The collar width at the back of the neck
shall be 1 ¾”. The inside collar stand shall have a sateen fabric lining for comfort. There
shall be a collar stay sewn inside the collar along the bottom edge of each collar to hold
the collar shape and still allow the attachment of collar brass. The collar shall be
designed to wear with the collar points spread.

Sleeves:

The sleeves shall be one piece sewn into the shoulder,and finished with a 1” clean turnup with no loose threads. The sleeves and side closing seams shall be attached to the
body of the shirt with an overlock and a safety stitch for reinforcement.

Epaulets:

The epaulets shall be sewn onto the shoulder seam and shall extend to within ½” of the
collar seam. The epaulet shall button at point 1” from the collar seam. The epaulet shall
be 2 1/8” wide at the shoulder seam and taper to 1 5/8”, then to a point. The overall
length of the epaulet shall be approximately 8”. The epaulet shall be double thickness
with a single edge stitch on the perimeter. . The epaulets shall be box stitched to
shoulders with row of cross-stitching 2 1/2" from sleeve head seam. There shall be a
hidden ligne 16 button attached 1 3/8” from the epaulet attachment button on each side
under each epaulet to attach a unique microphone sling (patent applied for) to insure that
the radio microphone is in the proper place to be deployed. Epaulets shall be contrasting
Black in Color

Front:

The front shall have a center facing 1-1/2" wide placket extending from the collar to the
bottom of shirt. The placket shall have an interlining for stability and a neat appearance
and shall be ¼” top stitched on each side. The center front placket shall contain vertical
buttonholes placed 3/4" from edge and 3-1/2" apart. There shall be a button at the neck
corresponding with the top buttonhole, which shall be set horizontally. There shall be a
spare ligne 20 button sewn into the inside button facing. There shall be a hidden zipper
sewn under the front placket of the shirt. There shall be 4 rectangular bands of silicone
approximately 3 1/8” x 9/16” sewn 2" above the bottom of exterior shirt tail edge on front
and back. The silicone bars are designed to work with the corresponding SPDU pant
waistband for maximum shirt retention (SRS® shirt retention system).

Mic Tab:

Each shirt will include a removeable mic clip that can be attached along the placket of the
shirt or positioned at either side of shirt with a hidden button beneath each shoulder
epaulet. This tab is to be made from and match shirt fabric.
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Camera Tab:

Self fabric tab to be sewn on front shirt placket per department specifications. This tab is
designed to securely hold body worn camera.

Back:

The garment shall have a straight yoke back located approximately 4 ¼” below the collar
seam. The inside yoke shall be lined with 100% Polyester Taffeta.

Pockets:

The shirt shall have two Military-styled box pleated, breast patch pockets with 3-point
button down flaps. The breast pocket shall be 5 5/8” wide X 6 3/8” long. The center
bellows pleat shall be 1 ½” wide. The bottom corners of the pocket shall be cut on a 40
degree angle and shall be 1 ¼” long. The pocket flaps shall be slightly tapered and shall
be 6” wide at the top and 6 ¼” wide at the outside points on the bottom of the flap.
The flaps shall be attached to the shirt body 1/4” above the top of the pocket, resulting in
a complete pocket measurement of 6 3/8” long. The pocket shall be edge stitched
around the perimeter and shall finish with a 3/8” turn down. The pocket corners shall be
reinforced with a triangle stitch in each corner. There shall be a pencil opening on both
the left and right flap. The two outside points of each pocket flap shall have concealed
Velcro™ closures. The left breast pocket shall have a sewn pencil compartment
approximately 1-5/8" wide. Each flap shall have a ligne 20 buttons sewn to a false
buttonhole on the surface of the flap. (Pocket dimensions shall be graded by shirt
size/dimension).

Hidden Chest Pocket:
There shall be a #3 YKK 6 ½” concealed zipper under the front placket on right side of
shirt. The pocket height shall be 9” with the pocket width extending from the facing seam
to the side seam. The center of the zippered opening shall be centered at the mid- point
between the top of the chest flap and the bottom of the chest pocket. The top of the
concealed pocket shall align with the top of the pocket flap. Concealed shirt pocket shall
be made of shirting material.
Badge Tab:

The badge eyelets shall be reinforced on the inside of the shirt by means of a strip of self
material measuring 1" wide, edge stitched and folded so that no raw edges appear. The
reinforcement strip is to extend from the flap setting stitch to the joining seam at the front
of the yoke. There shall be two small (horizontal) sewn eyelets 1-1/4" apart sewn through
the left front and the reinforcement strip with the bottom buttonhole located 1-1/4" above
the top of left flap. This shall conform to the NPD shield badge sizing and will be verified
by the vendor.

Front:

The shirt shall also have two permanent 1/16” wide military creases permanently sewn
down each side from shoulder seam to bottom of the shirt and centered through each
front pocket and pocket flap.

Button:

All buttons shall be 100% Polyester and shall pass ASTM 5171-1191.84 kg mass
dropped from a height of 67mm. The buttons shall be pearlized.

Emblems:

Each shirt shall have a Navajo Police Department emblem attached to each sleeve sewn
on at no additional charge. Emblems shall be furnished by the Agency.

Care Instructions:
Dry Clean or Machine wash in warm water in gentle cycle. Wash dark colors separately
and rinse thoroughly. Do not bleach. Tumble-dry completely at low heat and remove
promptly. If necessary, use steam iron, low setting.
Shirt sizes:

Men’s Numeric Sizes (14.5,15,15.5,16,16.5,17,17.5,18,18.5,19-19.5,20-20.5,21-21.5)

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Failure to provide any of the following will be cause for rejection.
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Manufacturer must be ISO 9001: 2015 certified and a copy of certificate shall be included
with bid and dated prior to bid release date.



Manufacturer must provide a published lifetime or limited lifetime warranty against
product defects and component failure. There will be no special/alternate warranties
accepted for this item.



A representative size run of this item as specified must be provided with vendors bid.
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UNIFORM SHIRT-MALE LONG SLEEVE
Description:
Sizes:
Color:
Fabric:

UNIFORMS SHIRT – MALE LONG SLEEVE
See Size Chart Below
Taupe
75% Polyester/ 25% Wool 9 1/2 oz. Tropical Weave Stock Dyed

Style:

The Shirt shall be standard military style with shirttails and permanently stitched two (2)
front and three (3) back creases.

Tailoring:

This garment shall be constructed according to the principles set forth in the
specifications. All stitches shall be of the proper tension and size so as to avoid
puckering after the shirt has been laundered and to give best durable press performance.
All sewing shall be with polyester core thread to match shirt fabric. The collar and cuffs
are to be single stitched 1/4" from edge. The pockets, flaps and epaulets shall be edge
stitched.

Collar:

The collar points shall be medium spread approximately 3" in length. The outside edge of
the collar shall be stitched with a ¼” edge stitch. The collar width at the back of the neck
shall be 1 ¾”. The back of the stand shall measure 1-1/2". The inside collar shall be
made of a sateen fabric for comfort. There shall be a collar stay sewn inside the collar
along the bottom edge of each collar to hold the collar shape and still allow the
attachment of collar brass. There shall be hidden triangle collar button-down tabs sewn
underneath each collar point approximately 1” wide (at the attachment point) and 7/8”
long. These tabs shall attach to hidden durable ligne 14 buttons which to keep the collar
secure.

Sleeves:

The sleeves shall be one piece sewn into the shoulder, tapering into the finished cuffs
with pressed double pleats. The cuffs shall be attached to the sleeve with a 3/8” double
needle stitch and shall be 2-5/8" in width; fastening with two durable ligne 20 4 hole
100% polyester buttons. The cuffs shall be made of two pieces of base shirt material
with an interlining. There shall be a shirt cuff opening with a facing of shirt material 7” X
1” tapering to a point with a closure stitch across the facing 1 ½” from the point. There
shall be a buttonhole approximately 4” from the point to attach a ligne 16 durable 100%
polyester button. The button shall be attached to the inside facing which shall be bound
with 5/8” bias cut shirt material for reinforcement. The sleeves and side closing seams
shall be attached to the body of the shirt with a merrow and a safety stitch for
reinforcement.

Epaulets:

The epaulets shall be sewn onto the shoulder seam and shall extend to within ½” of the
collar seam. The epaulet shall button at point 1” from the collar seam. The Epaulet shall
be 2 1/8” wide at the shoulder seam and taper to 1 5/8”, then to a point. The overall
length of the epaulet shall be approximately 8”. The epaulet shall be double thickness
with a single edge stitch on the perimeter. The epaulets shall be box stitched to shoulders
with row of cross-stitching 2 1/2" from sleeve head seam. There shall be a hidden ligne
16 button attached 1 3/8” from the epaulet attachment button on each side under each
epaulet to attach a unique microphone sling (patent applied for) to insure that the radio
microphone is in the proper place to be deployed. Epaulets to be contrasting Black in
Color

Front:

The front shall have a center facing 1-1/2" wide placket extending from the collar stand to
the bottom of shirt. The placket shall have an interlining for stability and a neat
appearance and shall be ¼” top stitched on each side. The center front shall contain six
(6) vertical buttonholes placed 3/4" from edge and 3-1/2" apart. There shall be a button
at the neck corresponding with the top buttonhole, which shall be set horizontally. There
shall be a hidden zipper sewn under the center front placket. There shall be an inside
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facing of self-material on the button side 3 1/4" wide extending from the collar stand to
bottom of shirt. The buttons shall be securely attached shall correspond to the
buttonholes on the center facing. There shall be a spare line 20 and line 16 button sewn
into the inside button facing. There shall be 4 bands of silicone 3 1/8” X 9/16” sewn into
the bottom of the shirt 2” from the bottom and ¼” on the inside of the outer creases
designed to work with the corresponding SPDU pant waistband for maximum shirt
retention (SRS™ shirt retention system)
Mic Tab:

Each shirt will include a removeable mic clip that can be attached along the placket of the
shirt or positioned at either side of shirt with a hidden button beneath each shoulder
epaulet. This tab is to be made from and match shirt fabric.

Camera Tab:

Self fabric tab to be sewn on front shirt placket per department specifications. This tab is
designed to securely hold body worn camera.

Back:

The garment shall have a straight yoke back located approximately 4 ¼” below the collar
seam. The inside yoke shall be lined with 100% Polyester Taffeta.

Pockets:

The shirt shall have two Military-styled box pleated, breast patch pockets with 3-point
button down flaps. The breast pocket shall be 5 5/8” wide X 6 3/8” long. The center pleat
shall be 1 ½” wide. The bottom corners of the pocket shall be cut on a 40 degree angle
and shall be 1 ¼” long. The pocket flaps shall be slightly tapered and shall be 6” wide at
the top and 6 ¼” wide at the outside points on the bottom of the flap. (Pocket dimensions
will vary with size) The flaps shall be attached to the shirt body 1/4” above the top of the
pocket, resulting in a complete pocket measurement of 6 3/8” long. The pocket shall be
edge stitched around the perimeter and shall finish with a 3/8” turn down. The pocket
corners shall be reinforced with a triangle stitch in each corner. There shall be a pencil
opening on both the left and right flap. The two outside points of each pocket flap shall
have concealed Velcro closures. The left breast pocket shall have a sewn pencil
compartment approximately 1-5/8" wide. Each flap shall have a ligne 20 buttons sewn to
a false buttonhole on the surface of the flap.

Hidden Chest Pocket:
There shall be a #3 YKK 6 ½” concealed zipper under the front placket on right side of
shirt. The pocket height shall be 9” with the pocket width extending from the facing seam
to the side seam. The center of the zippered opening shall be centered at the mid- point
between the top of the chest flap and the bottom of the chest pocket. The top of the
concealed pocket shall align with the top of the pocket flap. Concealed shirt pocket shall
be made of shirting material.
Badge Tab:

The badge tab is to be reinforced on inside of the shirt by means of a strip of material 1"
wide edge stitched and folded so that no raw edges show. The reinforcement strip is to
extend from the flap setting stitch to the joining seam at the front of the yoke. There shall
be two small (horizontal) buttonholes, 1-1/4" apart sewn through the left front and the
reinforcement strip with the bottom buttonhole located 1-1/4" above the top of left flap.
This shall conform to the NPD shield badge sizing and will be verified by the vendor.

Creasing:

Pockets and pocket flaps shall be uniform in shape and size. The front and back creases
shall incorporate a permanent 1/16” stitched crease.
Back: The shirt shall have 3 permanent creases, 1/16” wide on the back panel. One
crease shall be located at the center back and shall start at the center of the yoke and
continue straight down to the bottom edge of the shirt. Each of the other two creases
shall be located at the midway point between the center crease and the shoulder seam
on both the left and right sides of the center crease.
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Front: The shirt shall also have two permanent stitched 1/16” wide military creases down
each side from the shoulder seam to the bottom of the shirt centered through each front
pocket and pocket flap.
Button:

All buttons shall be 100% Polyester and shall pass ASTM 5171-1191.84 kg mass
dropped from a height of 67mm. The buttons shall be pearlized.

Emblems:

Each shirt shall have a Navajo Police Department emblem attached to each sleeve sewn
on at no additional charge. Emblems shall be furnished by the Agency.

Care Instructions:
Dry Clean or Machine wash in warm water in gentle cycle. Wash dark colors separately
and rinse thoroughly. Do not bleach. Tumble-dry completely at low heat and remove
promptly. If necessary, use steam iron, low setting.
MEN’S L/S SIZE CHART

SPDU75 MEN'S L/S

Sleeve length from CB

SPDU15 MEN'S L/S

Sleeve length from CB

14 1/2

15

15 1/2

16

30/31 30/31 30/31
32/33 32/33 32/33 32/33
34/35 34/35 34/35 34/35
36/37

21

16 1/2

17

17 1/2

18

18 1/2

32/33
34/35
36/37

32/33
34/35
36/37

32/33
34/35
36/37

32/33
34/35
36/37

32/33
34/35
36/37

19

34/35 34/35
36/37 36/37

22

34/35 34/35
36/37 36/37

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Failure to provide any of the following will be cause for rejection.


Manufacturer must be ISO 9001: 2015 certified and a copy of certificate shall be included
with bid and dated prior to bid release date.



Manufacturer must provide a published lifetime or limited lifetime warranty against
product defects and component failure. There will be no special/alternate warranties
accepted for this item.



A representative size run of this item as specified must be provided with vendors bid.
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UNIFORM SHIRT-FEMALE SHORT SLEEVE
Description:
Sizes:
Color:
Fabric:

UNIFORM SHORT – FEMALE SHORT SLEEVE
30-44 Standard, 46 and up Special
Taupe
75% Polyester/ 25% Wool 9 1/2 oz. Tropical Weave Stock Dyed

Style:

The Shirt shall be standard military style with shirttails and permanently sewn front and
back creases.

Tailoring:

This garment shall be constructed according to the principles set forth in the
specifications. All stitches shall be of the proper tension and size so as to avoid
puckering after the shirt has been laundered and to give best durable press performance.
All sewing shall be with polyester core thread to match the shirt fabric. The collar shall be
single stitched 1/4" from edge. The pockets, flaps and epaulets shall be edge stitched.
The shirtsleeve bottom shall be finished with a 1” clean finished.

Collar:

The collar points shall be medium spread approximately 3" in length. The outside edge of
the collar shall be stitched with a ¼” edge stitch. The Collar width at the back of the neck
shall be 1 ¾”. The inside collar stand shall be made of a sateen fabric for comfort. There
shall be a collar stay sewn inside the collar along the bottom edge of each collar to hold
the collar shape and still allow the attachment of collar brass.
The collar shall be
designed to wear with the collar points spread.

Sleeves:

The sleeves shall be one piece sewn into the shoulder, and finished with a 1” clean turnup with no loose threads. The sleeves and side closing seams shall be attached to the
body of the shirt with an overlock and a safety stitch for reinforcement.

Epaulets:

The epaulets shall be sewn onto the shoulder seam and shall extend to within ½” of the
collar seam. The epaulet shall button at point 1” from the collar seam. The Epaulet shall
be 2” wide at the shoulder seam and taper to 1 1/2”, then to a point. The overall length of
the epaulet shall be approximately5 5/8”. The epaulet shall be double thickness with a
single edge stitch on the perimeter. . The epaulets shall be box stitched to shoulders with
row of cross-stitching 1 5/8" from sleeve head seam. There shall be a hidden button
attached 1 3/8’ from the epaulet attachment button on each side under each epaulet to
attach a unique microphone sling (patent applied for) to insure that the radio microphone
is in the proper place to be deployed. Epaulets to be contrasting Black.

Front:

The front shall have a center facing 1-1/2" wide placket extending from the collar stand to
the bottom of shirt. The placket shall have an interlining for stability and a neat
appearance and shall be ¼” top stitched on each side. The center front shall contain six
(6) vertical buttonholes placed 3/4" from edge and 3-1/2" apart. There shall be a button
at the neck corresponding with the top buttonhole, which shall be set horizontally. There
shall be an 18-ligne snap between the third and fourth button from the top to keep the
shirt from gapping. There shall be an inside facing of self-material on the button side 3
1/4" wide extending from the collar to bottom of shirt. The buttons shall be securely
attached shall correspond to the buttonholes on the center facing. There shall be a spare
ligne 20 button sewn into the inside button facing. There shall be a hidden zipper under
the front placket of the shirt.
There shall be 4 bands of silicone 3 1/8” X 9/16” sewn into the bottom of the shirt 2” from
the designed to work with the corresponding SPDU pant waistband for maximum shirt
retention (SRS® shirt retention system)
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Mic Tab:

Each shirt will include a removeable mic clip that can be attached along the placket of the
shirt or positioned at either side of shirt with a hidden button beneath each shoulder
epaulet. This tab is to be made from and match shirt fabric.

Camera Tab:

Self fabric tab to be sewn on front shirt placket per department specifications. This tab is
designed to securely hold body worn camera.

Back:

The garment shall have a straight yoke back located approximately 4 ¼” below the collar
seam. The inside yoke shall be lined with 100% Polyester Taffeta.

Pockets:

The shirt shall have two Military-styled box pleated, breast patch pockets with 3-point
button down flaps. The breast pocket shall be 5 ¼” wide X 5 3/8” long. The center pleat
shall be 1 ¼” wide. The bottom corners of the pocket shall be cut on a 40 degree angle
and shall be 1 ¼” long. The pocket flaps shall be slightly tapered and shall be 5 3/8” wide
at the top and 5 ¼” wide at the outside points on the bottom of the flap. (Pocket
dimensions will vary with size). The flaps shall be attached to the shirt body 1/4” above
the top of the pocket, resulting in a complete pocket measurement of 6” long. The pocket
shall be edge stitched around the perimeter and shall finish with a 3/8” turn down. The
pocket corners shall be reinforced with a triangle stitch in each corner. There shall be a
pencil opening on both the left and right flap. The two outside points of each pocket flap
shall have concealed Velcro closures. The left breast pocket shall have a sewn pencil
compartment approximately 1-5/8" wide. Each flap shall have a ligne 20 button sewn to a
false buttonhole on the surface of the flap.

Hidden Chest Pocket:
There shall be a #3 YKK 6 ½” concealed zipper under the front placket on left side of
shirt. The pocket height shall be 9” with the pocket width extending from the facing seam
to the side seam. The center of the zippered opening shall be centered at the mid- point
between the top of the chest flap and the bottom of the chest pocket. The top of the
concealed pocket shall align with the top of the pocket flap. Concealed shirt pocket shall
be made of shirting material.
Badge Tab:

The badge tab is to be reinforced on inside of the shirt by means of a strip of material 1"
wide edge stitched and folded so that no raw edges show. The reinforcement strip is to
extend from the flap setting stitch to the joining seam at the front of the yoke. There shall
be two small (horizontal) buttonholes, 1-1/4" apart sewn through the left front and the
reinforcement strip with the bottom buttonhole located 1-1/4" above the top of left flap.
This shall conform to the NPD shield badge sizing and will be verified by the vendor.

Front:

The shirt shall also have two permanently sewn 1/16” wide military creases down each
side from the shoulder seam to the bottom of the shirt centered through each front pocket
and pocket flap.

Button:

All buttons shall be 100% Polyester and shall pass ASTM 5171-1191.84 kg mass
dropped from a height of 67mm. The buttons shall be pearlized.

Emblems:

Each shirt shall have a Navajo Police Department emblem attached to each sleeve sewn
on at no additional charge. Emblems shall be furnished by the Agency.

Care Instructions:
Dry Clean or Machine wash in warm water in gentle cycle. Wash dark colors separately
and rinse thoroughly. Do not bleach. Tumble-dry completely at low heat and remove
promptly. If necessary, use steam iron, low setting.
Shirt sizes:

Chest sizes: 30 – 48 (even sizes)
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ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Failure to provide any of the following will be cause for rejection.


Manufacturer must be ISO 9001: 2015 certified and a copy of certificate shall be included
with bid and dated prior to bid release date.



Manufacturer must provide a published lifetime or limited lifetime warranty against
product defects and component failure. There will be no special/alternate warranties
accepted for this item.



A representative size run of this item as specified must be provided with vendors bid
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UNIFORM SHIRT-FEMALE LONG SLEEVE
Description:
Sizes:
Color:
Fabric:

UNIFORM SHIRT – FEMALE LONG SLEEVE
30-44 Standard, 46 and up Special
Taupe
75% Polyester/ 25% Wool 9 1/2 oz. Tropical Weave Stock Dyed

Style:

The Shirt shall be standard military style with shirttails and permanent stitched front and
back creases.

Tailoring:

This garment shall be constructed according to the principles set forth in the
specifications. All stitches shall be of the proper tension and size so as to avoid
puckering after the shirt has been laundered and to give best durable press performance.
All sewing shall be with polyester core thread to match shirt fabric. The collar and cuffs
are to be single stitched 1/4" from edge. The pockets, flaps and epaulets shall be edge
stitched.

Collar:

The collar points shall be medium spread approximately 3" in length. The outside edge of
the collar shall be stitched with a ¼” edge stitch. The collar width at the back of the neck
shall be 1 ¾”. The back of the stand shall measure 1-1/2". The inside collar stand shall
be made of a sateen fabric for comfort. There shall be a collar stay sewn inside the collar
along the bottom edge of each collar to hold the collar shape and still allow the
attachment of collar brass. There shall be hidden triangle collar button-down tabs sewn
underneath each collar point approximately 1” wide (at the attachment point) and 7/8”
long. These tabs shall attach to hidden durable ligne 14 buttons which to keep the collar
secure.

Sleeves:

The sleeves shall be one piece sewn into the shoulder, tapering into the finished cuffs
with pressed double pleats. The cuffs shall be attached to the sleeve with a 3/8” double
needle stitch and shall be 2-5/8" in width; fastening with two durable ligne 20 4 hole
100% polyester buttons. The cuffs shall be made of two pieces of base shirt material
with an interlining. There shall be a shirt cuff opening with a facing of shirt material 7” X
1” tapering to a point with a closure stitch across the facing 1 ½” from the point. There
shall be a buttonhole approximately 4” from the point to attach a ligne 16 durable 100%
polyester button. The button shall be attached to the inside facing which shall be bound
with 5/8” bias cut shirt material for reinforcement. The sleeves and side closing seams
shall be attached to the body of the shirt with a merrow and a safety stitch for
reinforcement.

Epaulets:

The epaulets shall be sewn onto the shoulder seam and shall extend to within ½” of the
collar seam. The epaulet shall button at point 1” from the collar seam. The Epaulet shall
be 2” wide at the shoulder seam and taper to 1 1/2”, then to a point. The overall length of
the epaulet shall be approximately 5 5/8”. The epaulet shall be double thickness with a
single edge stitch on the perimeter. . The epaulets shall be box stitched to shoulders with
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row of cross-stitching 2 1/2" from sleeve head seam. There shall be a hidden ligne 16
button attached 1 3/8” from the epaulet attachment button on each side under each
epaulet to attach a unique microphone sling (patent applied for) to insure that the radio
microphone is in the proper place to be deployed.
Front:

The front shall have a center facing 1-1/2" wide placket extending from the collar stand to
the bottom of shirt. The placket shall have an interlining for stability and a neat
appearance and shall be ¼” top stitched on each side.
The center front shall contain six (6) vertical buttonholes placed 3/4" from edge and 31/2" apart. There shall be a button at the neck corresponding with the top buttonhole,
which shall be set horizontally. There shall be an 18 ligne snap between the third and
fourth button from the top to keep the shirt from gapping. There shall be a hidden zipper
under the center front placket of the shirt. There shall be an inside facing of self-material
on the button side 3 1/4" wide extending from the collar stand to bottom of shirt. The
buttons shall be securely attached shall correspond to the buttonholes on the center
facing. There shall be a spare line 20 and line 16 button sewn into the inside button
facing. There shall be 4 bands of silicone 3 1/8” X 9/16” sewn into the bottom of the shirt
2” from the bottom and ¼” on the inside of the outer creases designed to work with the
corresponding SPDU pant waistband for maximum shirt retention (SRS™ shirt retention
system)

Mic Tab:

Each shirt will include a removeable mic clip that can be attached along the placket of the
shirt or positioned at either side of shirt with a hidden button beneath each shoulder
epaulet. This tab is to be made from and match shirt fabric.

Camera Tab:

Self fabric tab to be sewn on front shirt placket per department specifications. This tab is
designed to securely hold body worn camera.

Back:

The garment shall have a straight yoke back located approximately 4 ¼” below the collar
seam. The inside yoke shall be lined with 100% Polyester Taffeta.

Pockets:

The shirt shall have two Military-styled box pleated, breast patch pockets with 3-point
button down flaps. The breast pocket shall be 5 1/4” wide X 5 3/8” long. The center pleat
shall be 1 1/8” wide. The bottom corners of the pocket shall be cut on a 40 degree angle
and shall be 1 ¼” long. The pocket flaps shall be slightly tapered and shall be 5 3/8” wide
at the top and 5 ¼” wide at the outside points on the bottom of the flap. (Pocket
dimensions will vary with size) The flaps shall be attached to the shirt body 1/4” above
the top of the pocket, resulting in a complete pocket measurement of 6” long. The pocket
shall be edge stitched around the perimeter and shall finish with a 3/8” turn down. The
pocket corners shall be reinforced with a triangle stitch in each corner. There shall be a
pencil opening on both the left and right flap. The two outside points of each pocket flap
shall have concealed Velcro closures. The left breast pocket shall have a sewn pencil
compartment approximately 1-5/8" wide. Each flap shall have a ligne 20 button sewn to a
false buttonhole on the surface of the flap.

Hidden Chest Pocket:
There shall be a #3 YKK 6 ½” concealed zipper under the front placket on left side of
shirt. The pocket height shall be 9” with the pocket width extending from the facing seam
to the side seam. The center of the zippered opening shall be centered at the mid- point
between the top of the chest flap and the bottom of the chest pocket. The top of the
concealed pocket shall align with the top of the pocket flap. Concealed shirt pocket shall
be made of shirting material.
Badge Tab:

The badge tab is to be reinforced on inside of the shirt by means of a strip of material 1"
wide edge stitched and folded so that no raw edges show. The reinforcement strip is to
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extend from the flap setting stitch to the joining seam at the front of the yoke. There shall
be two small (horizontal) buttonholes, 1-1/4" apart sewn through the left front and the
reinforcement strip with the bottom buttonhole located 1-1/4" above the top of left flap.
This shall conform to the NPD shield badge sizing and will be verified by the vendor.
Creasing:

Pockets and pocket flaps shall be uniform in shape and size. The front and back creases
shall incorporate permanent 1/16” stitched creases.
Back: The shirt shall have 3 permanent creases, 1/16” wide on the back panel. One
crease shall be located at the center back and shall start at the center of the yoke and
continue straight down to the bottom edge of the shirt. Each of the other two creases
shall be located at the midway point between the center crease and the shoulder seam
on both the left and right sides of the center crease.
Front: The shirt shall also have two permanent stitched 1/16” wide military creases down
each side from the shoulder seam to the bottom of the shirt centered through each front
pocket and pocket flap.

Button:

All buttons shall be 100% Polyester and shall pass ASTM 5171-1191.84 kg mass
dropped from a height of 67mm. The buttons shall be pearlized.

Emblems:

Each shirt shall have a Navajo Police Department emblem attached to each sleeve sewn
on at no additional charge. Emblems shall be furnished by the Agency.

Care Instructions:
Dry Clean or Machine wash in warm water in gentle cycle. Wash dark colors separately
and rinse thoroughly. Do not bleach. Tumble-dry completely at low heat and remove
promptly. If necessary, use steam iron, low setting.
Shirt sizes:

Chest sizes: 30 – 48 (even sizes)

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Failure to provide any of the following will be cause for rejection.


Manufacturer must be ISO 9001: 2015 certified and a copy of certificate shall be included
with bid and dated prior to bid release date.



Manufacturer must provide a published lifetime or limited lifetime warranty against
product defects and component failure. There will be no special/alternate warranties
accepted for this item.



A representative size run of this item as specified must be provided with vendors bid. This
size run will include sizes 14 ½, 15 ½, 16 ½, 17 ½, 18 ½, all in 32/33 sleeve lengths and will
be kept with the Department for the duration of this contract.
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SUPPLEMENTAL SPECIFICATION STATEMENT
The Navajo Police Department shall be transitioning from Polyester into Poly-Wool
uniform as soon as possible. The Navajo Police Department’s new poly-wool uniforms
shall be the same taupe color and scheme as our current Navajo Police duty uniform.
The taupe colored uniform is unique and is an exclusive representation of the Navajo
Police Department.
Poly-Wool Pant: The new poly-wool uniform pant will have upgraded features; e.g.
 Zippered cargo style pockets,
 Reinforced crotch area
 Front and back permanent crease
 75/25 polyester wool blend fabric
 Silicone Grip Retention System designed to keep shirttails in
 Welt back pockets with button closure
 Deep slash side pockets with hidden security zipper pocket in right pocket
 Welt zippered Hidden & Secure cargo pockets on both thighs
 Heavy-duty tuxedo pocketing
 Triangle bar tacks on pocket stress points
 Heavy-duty riveted hook-and-eye closure system
 Hidden expand-on-demand adjustable waistband
 Comfort gusseted crotch (men’s sizes only)
 French fly with bartacks at all stress points
 Brass zipper
 Additional 4 pockets on the poly-wool pant, and green stripe running down the
side of the pant.
 The new poly-wool pant will have a total of 8 pockets with the flex-fit waist band.
Poly-Wool Shirt: The new poly-wool shirt will have;
 Full comfort mechanical stretch built into fabric
 Reinforcing separate inside badge sling
 Silicone grip Shirt Retention System, to hold shirt tucked into trouser
 Permanent military stitched creases
 75-25 Poly-Wool blend
 Zippered front closure
 Hidden chest pocket
 Front edge collar stays
 Hidden double pen pocket on the left chest pocket
 Removable microphone sling
 Body Camera Tab/microphone tab in front of the shirt.
 Poly-wool shirt pockets will have Velcro closure system with the pearlized
buttons sewn on the shirt pocket flaps.
 The poly-wool shirt will have two military creases in front and three military
creases in the back.
 Badge tab will be reinforced and will have proper Navajo PD Shield Badge sizing
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The specifications set forth are to help provide with a description of the minimum
requirements.
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SPECIFICATION FOR STYLE SH3466
WeatherTech® Systems Airflow Duty Jacket
General Design
The parka shall be a full zip to the neck waterproof/windproof/breathable garment with
taped seams, a waterproof, three-piece drop in hood, zipper tracks for optional
jacket/liner inserts, and optional Hidden Agenda™ pull down panels for safety and
visibility of wearer when needed. All measurements mentioned in the construction
specifications are based on stock size Large/Regular.
Shell Fabric:
The shell fabric shall be 3.8oz/yd² 100% Invista™ Tactel® 280D Supplex® Air Texturized
Nylon or equal, with a non-ravel polyurethane back coating, and durable water repellant
finish. The construction shall be 110 x 54. The shell fabric shall be available in colors
Dark Navy, Black, Brown and Police Green.
Shell Fabric Performance Requirements
Weight, oz/yd²

Test Method
ASTM D3776, Opt C

Requirement
3.8oz/yd² (+-5%)

Tensile Strength
(Minimum Newtons)
Tear Strength
(minimum Newtons)
Abrasion Resistance
Cycles (minimum).

ASTM D5034 C.R.E
Grab Method
ASTM D1424
Pendulum Method
ASTM D 4966
Martindale Method

Warp 550
Fill 950
Warp 10
Fill 25
20000 minimum

ASTM D 434 C.R.E.

Warp: NIL
(¼” SO, 67 STB)
Fill: NIL
(¼’ SO, 81 STB)

AATCC 22

100, 100, 100

AATCC 135
Test (2)III(A)ii

Warp 3.0
Fill 3.0

End point when two
threads break under 9kPa
applied pressure with
multidirectional abrasion

Seam Slippage (lbf)

Spray Rating
Dimensional Stability,
(maximum %)
after 5 wash cycles

The shell fabric shall also meet the following Colorfastness Requirements:
Colorfastness to
Crocking

Gray scale
for Staining

Colorfastness to
Gray scale
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Wet: min 4.5
Dry: min 4.5

AATCC 8

Shade Change: min 4.5

AATCC 15

Perspiration

for Staining

Colorfastness to
Washing

Gray scale
for Staining

Colorfastness to
Water

Gray scale
for Staining

Staining of:
acetate - min 4.5
cotton - min 4.5
nylon - min 4.5
polyester - min 4.5
acrylic - min 4.5
wool - min 4.5

Shade Change: min 4.0
AATCC 61 2A*
Staining of:
acetate - min 4.5
cotton - min 4.5
nylon - min 4.0
polyester - min 4.5
acrylic - min 4.5
wool - min 4.5
*Modified. 45 min – mechanical wash at 105ºF on 0.15% 1993 AATCC standard
reference detergent WOB solution with 50 steel balls – 150 ml liquor volume.
Shade Change: min 4.5
Staining of:
acetate - min 4.5
cotton - min 3.5
nylon - min 3.5
polyester - min 4.5
acrylic - min 4.5
wool - min 4.5

AATCC 107

Key to AATCC Gray Scale Rating (applies to all above)
Class 5 – Negligible or no color alteration
Class 4 – Slight color change
Class 3 – Noticeable color change
Class 2 – Considerable color change
Class 1 – Much color alteration
Lining
The lower inside shell body, full sleeve, hood, and yoke shall be backed by a lining fabric
which shall be a WeatherTech® performance fabric of 100% 210T nylon with a
waterproof, windproof, and breathable laminate coating. It shall have a Moisture Vapor
Transmission Rate of 2000g/m2/24hr Minimum (ASTM E96 procedure BW coating facing
water) and Hydrostatic Resistance Rating of 2000mm Minimum (AATCC 127).
All lining joining seams (except attachments to mesh) shall be sealed with hot air applied
sealing tape to prevent leakage and protect garment integrity. All mesh shall be covered
by the WeatherTech® layer behind yokes.
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The main label shall be sewn on a separate label carrier made of two plies 210T nylon
lining material and the carrier shall measure 4” wide x 4 ¼” long. The carrier shall be
centered and sewn into the collar and shall include size label, country of origin, and
branding labels. There shall be a hanger loop of shell material centered and sewn in at
the neckline of the inside of the garment.
The top collar of the shell garment shall be
lined with two plies of lining fabric to form a waterproof barrier.
There shall be two inside storage pockets of Nylon Tactel™ shell fabric. Each pocket shall
have a 6” YKK, #3 nylon, coil, and non-separating zipper closure. Each pocket shall
measure approximately 8 ½” deep by 6 ½” wide.
Mesh Lining
There shall be a mesh lining running behind the entire upper portion of the shell rain shed
yoke openings to allow for maximum ventilation. The mesh shall be 100% polyester,
80G/Sq M, 150cm, Azo-free, yarn size 50 denier, knit machine 28 gauge, 9 stitches per
inch, 1 mm holes, black color and shall have a two way stretch minimum 20% one way
and 35% the other way. The mesh lining shall be approximately 9½” high from HPS.
Snap Ups
There shall be 16 female snaps: 6 in each front inside pocket (3 rows of 2 snaps each in
each pocket that shall be reinforced with pieces of fabric. These snaps shall be hidden
inside the pocket bag), and 4 snaps in lower center back. All snaps for the snap-ups
shall be of a matte finish. There shall be 4 male snaps on the front waistband (2 on
each side) which shall be hidden snaps, allowing for 3 levels of shortening by snap-up
to the 12 female snaps on the inside pockets. There shall be 2 male snaps centered on
the back elastic waistband allowing for 2 levels of shortening by snap-up to the 4 female
snaps in the center back.
Front
There shall be a double storm placket over the front zipper to create a waterproof fly
down the front of the jacket extending into the collar. The outside fly shall measure 27
½” long by 2 ¾ ” wide. It shall be set with a ¼” single needle stitch from the top of the
collar to the jacket bottom around the perimeter of the placket. The storm placket shall
have sturdy interlining material for a professional appearance. There shall be a pen
pocket located on the inside of the left placket measuring 1” wide by 6” long.
There shall be six hidden 24-ligne black oxidized female high compression snaps
spaced to correspond with the six 24-ligne black oxidized male high compression snaps
on the inner storm placket. The inner storm placket shall measure approximately 27½”
long by approximately 1½” wide. It shall have interlining and be set with a ¼” single
needle stitch from the top of the collar to the jacket bottom around the perimeter of the
placket. The front zipper shall be a #5 two-way YKK Delrin zipper, 27½” long.
There shall be inside zippers sewn on top of the front zipper tape on both sides to
accommodate optional zip-in liner/jackets (S318, S319V, S327, S525V, or S526CF). The
inside zippers shall be #5 YKK Delrin reversible measuring 26” long.
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There shall be two map pockets on either side of the CF zipper accessed from under the
center plackets allowing for access while the CF zipper is closed. The map pockets shall
be secured with 9” #3 nylon coil zipper closures. Inside each map pocket shall be a 1”
wide by 6” long pen pocket.
There shall be 2 rain-shed yokes with 1½” hem across the chest, one on each side of the
CF zipper. The yokes shall be fully lined with waterproof/breathable WeatherTech® nylon
and faced with breathable mesh. The mesh shall extend the entire side of each yoke.
The yokes shall measure approximately 10¼” in length from HPS by 10” in width to allow
ventilation through the mesh lining as well as conceal optional “on demand” Hidden
Agenda™ pull down flaps. There shall be a 7” #3 YKK interchangeable zipper set into the
yoke on each side to attach the optional corresponding Hidden Agenda™ front panel.
There shall be a 5½” deep chest pocket with 5½” zipper closure hidden under each front
yoke flange. The yokes shall each close with 2 pieces of power hook fasteners and one
center18-ligne ring snap for a clean and neat appearance. Each piece of power hook shall
measure approximately ¾” horizontally and 5/8” vertically and shall be placed on both
sides of the hidden chest pockets located under each front yoke flange.
Back
The back shall have a rain shed yoke with a 1½" hem designed to conceal the optional
Hidden Agenda™ I.D. flap system. The yoke shall be fully lined with waterproof/
breathable WeatherTech® nylon and faced with breathable mesh. There shall be three
power hook fastener closures measuring ¾” x 5/8” set equidistant on the yoke facing.
There shall be a #3 16” YKK interchangeable zipper set into the yoke to attach the
optional corresponding Hidden Agenda™ back panel. There shall be a ½” bar tack on
each side of the back yoke, placed approximately 1” from the sleeve seam on each side
for added stability. At the bottom inside back there shall be a 22” long #3 nylon coil
covered zipper for access to the shell fabric for customization after production.
Collar
The collar shall be made of two plies of the shell material with an interlining sewn to the
top collar for stability and measure 3¾” high. The collar points shall be properly shaped
and symmetrical. There shall be a 7” nylon coil zipper opening on the under collar
centered approximately 1” from the neckline and 2¼” from the collar top edge for the
drop-in hood. The collar shall have an 8½” long x 3/4” wide val cover placed over the
zipper in the center of the outer collar to prevent leakage. There shall be 3½” triangle
covers on both edges of the collar to secure the optional liner/jacket collars when inserted
into the shell parka.
Sleeves
The sleeves shall be two-piece, semi-modified dolman construction for complete
freedom of movement. There shall be a black enameled eyelet located approximately
¾” up from each cuff to allow for drainage. There shall be 9” #5 nylon coil pit zippers at
the joining seams of the 2 under-sleeves located in the middle of the underarm to allow
increased ventilation. The shoulder seams shall have an inside facing on the sleeve
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side, 1½” wide of WeatherTech® waterproof/breathable material, and taped with sealing
tape to prevent leakage.
Cuffs
There shall be a cuff formed of 2 pieces of shell material approximately 1-5/8” wide at
the bottom. Half of the cuff shall be heavy-duty 1½” wide elastic stretched and sewn
with 2 threads. There shall be a cuff tab adjustment approximately 1¼” wide tapering to
approximately 7/8” wide by 3” long with a female high compression snap. The top half
of the cuff shall be interlined and each cuff shall have three male high compression
snaps for cuff adjustment. There shall be a snap tab at each inside bottom sleeve seam
for snapping-in the optional liner/jacket sleeve.
Epaulets
There shall be an epaulet centered on each shoulder starting approximately ¾" from the
neckline. The epaulets shall measure 7¼" long by 2" wide at the shoulder point graduating
to 1-7/8” wide at the narrow end. The epaulet shall be set with a cross-stitch 1½" wide and
shall have a 24 ligne enameled compression snap closure at the point. The underside of
each epaulet shall have two hidden female snaps.
Mic Tabs
There shall be one mic tab under each epaulet, snapped to the shoulder seam. The mic
tab shall be tapered to fit the shoulder seam and measure 2¼“ wide x 4¼“ long at the high
point. There shall be a mic tab holder measuring 1¾” wide by 7/8” high on the front
bottom of each mic tab, located ½” above the bottom edge. There shall be two male
snaps 1-1/8” apart set on the top of each mic tab, 5/8” from the top edge that shall snap to
the corresponding female snaps on the underside of the epaulets, and there shall be two
female snaps likewise positioned on the back of each mic tab that shall snap to
corresponding male snaps on the shoulder seam under the epaulets.
Pockets
There shall be two 2-way hand warmer patch front pockets with inverted pleats, measuring
approximately 7 ¾ ” long by 7” wide with flap closures. The pocket flap shall be interlined
with a non-woven material. The hand warmer pocket shall be lined with a non-pill micro
fleece for warmth and comfort. The pocket flaps shall measure 3¼” long by 7-3/8" wide
and shall have mitered corners.
There shall be two 24-ligne hidden female high compression snaps on the pocket flaps for
closure. The pockets shall be bar tacked at both the topsides and at the hand warmer
opening.
There shall be two vertical security pockets – one on each side - with an 8” x ¾” opening
and set in bag with a YKK zipper closure located 1-1/8” from the storm placket and ¾”
from the hand warmer pocket. The pockets shall be approximately 7” deep and shall both
contain cell phone pocket inserts measuring 5” long by 3½“ wide.
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Badge Tab
The self-fabric badge tab shall be swift-tacked into the hand warmer pocket for optional
sew on by wearer. The badge tab shall be 2¼” in length and 7/8” in width when sewn
down (3¼” L x 7/8” W unfinished.) The metal eyelets shall be 1-3/8” from the center of
one eyelet to the center of the other eyelet.
Bottom Band
The front bottom band shall be constructed of 2 plies of shell material, finishing 2-1/8" wide
and lined with a non-woven interlining for stability and a clean appearance. There shall be
two 24-ligne oxidized male compression snaps on each side, spaced approximately 1½”
apart to attach the side vent closure tab when the zipper vent is worn open.
The back band shall be constructed with 1½” wide heavy-duty elastic inserted between the
folded shell fabric, stretched and stitched with 2 threads. A 4" by 1-3/8” tab of 2 plies of
shell material with a 24-ligne female high compression snap with a black enameled snap
cap cover shall allow for closure of the bottom of the zipper vent when the vent is worn
open. A corresponding 24-ligne male high compression snap shall be located on the
inside back waistband to fold the tab back when not in use.
Side Vents
There shall be two side vents measuring approximately 8” long with #5 nylon coil zipper
closures to allow access to guns and equipment on either side with a compression
snap/tab closure (see bottom band). There shall be two black oxidized metal eyelets
located above the side vents on each side to allow for water drainage.
Hood
There shall be a 3-piece hood constructed of shell material and lined with a Weather
Tech® waterproof/breathable lining that shall drop in between the shell and lining at the
collar. The hood shall be attached to the bottom of the zipper opening on the under
collar. All hood lining joining seams shall be taped with 1” waterproof tape applied by
the hot air method to prevent leakage. The hood shall have a tunneled drawcord made
of multi strand braided, nylon, 1/8” wide, black in color and sewn into a channel at the
perimeter of the hood with adjustment secured by a disk style #3 2-hole flat keeper lock.
The keeper lock shall measure approximately 5/8” long and shall be black in color. The
draw cord shall exit the hood tunnel via two 14-ligne black oxidized, metal eyelets on each
side of the hood placed 1” from end of hood channel opening to center of eyelet.
Optional High Visibility Pull Down Panels
Optional high visibility pull down panels are available constructed from high
performance retro-reflective material in high visibility yellow fluorescent color for both
the front and rear of the jacket. The panels provide enhanced personnel conspicuity
and recognition on demand and also provide a positive professional image.
Panel: The base panel is fabricated from a tough weather and solvent resistant fabric
backed tape that will be sewn on to the Panel Carriers that zip on/off the jacket (see
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sections on Back and Front).
Base Panel: The base panel is composed of silver cube corner (micro prism) retroreflective elements integrally bonded to a flexible, smooth-surfaced tough and weather
resistant UV stabilized polymeric film. The prism surfaces are coated with a vacuum
deposition of aluminum to provide a mirror surface to the prism facets. A knit fabric
backing is provided to facilitate sewing. Materials utilizing “glass-bead” or other similar
retro-reflective technologies are not equivalent. The base panel is constructed of a
primary base and a color layer. The silver primary base is constructed of the following
layers (from top to bottom):

Micro prism Structures

Metalization

PSA then Knit Fabric
Table 1: Typical Values for Silver Primary Base
Observation
Entrance Angle
Angle
5°
20° 30° 40°
0.2°
1000 950 800 400
0.33°
400 375 325 250
1°
35
33
30
20
2
(All values in cd\lux\m )
On top of the silver primary base there is a color layer. The color layer is constructed of
the following layers of material (from top to bottom):

Enhanced Surface Protection

6mil Fluorescent Yellow-Green Vinyl
The finished base panel is lime-green and screen processed using a customshade gray.
Table 1: Finished Base Panel Fluorescent yellow-green chromaticity coordinates
(from ANSI/ISEA 107-2010)
x
y
1 0.387, 0.610
2 0.356, 0.494
3 0.398, 0.452
4 0.460, 0.540
Table 2: Typical Values for Fluorescent Yellow-Green Finished Base Panel
Observation
Entrance Angle
Angle
5°
20° 30°
0.2°
800 760 640
0.33°
320 556 260
1°
28
26.4 24
2
(All values in cd\lux\m )
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40°
320
200
16

Titles: The title laminated on the panel utilizes the Euro-style font, be CAD-cut for
uniform consistency and is fabricated from GP430 Blue material, a tough weather and
solvent resistant tape designed to be fused on to high visibility base panels. The
GP430 is composed of cube corner (micro prism) retro-reflective elements integrally
bonded to a flexible, smooth-surfaced tough and weather resistant UV stabilized
polymeric film. The prism surfaces are coated with a vacuum deposition of aluminum to
provide a mirror surface to the prism facets. Materials utilizing “glass-bead” or other
similar retro-reflective technologies are not equivalent. All titles and lettering are sized
per the dimensions given below. TO READ: POLICE
Panel Carrier: The front panel carriers measure approximately 7.5" wide X 4" long.
The panel carrier is constructed of two layers of shell fabric in color black and sewn
together with properly finished edges and a non-woven inter-lining. The panel carrier
has the slide fastener side of a 7.5" #3 YKK interchangeable zipper sewn onto to top
seam so that the zipper can be used to zip on to the other side of the zipper track on the
jacket. The lower back corners have an approximately 1”square section of power hook hook side, sewn approximately ¼” from the edges of the panel. The power hook
sections match corresponding power hook and loop sections on the yoke linings of the
jacket. The front base panels are sewn to the front panel carriers with a stitch line going
all the way around the base panel approximately ¼” to 1/8” from the edge of the base
panel. The base panel is positioned as far down on the panel carrier as practical.
The back panel carrier is constructed like the front carrier panels and measures
approximately 16" long x 5" wide and uses a 16”, #3 YKK interchangeable zipper. The
back base panel is sewn to the back panel carrier with a stitch line going all the way
around the base panel approximately ¼” to 1/8” from the edge of the base panel. The
base panel is positioned as far down on the panel carrier as practical.
Patches
Emblems will be furnished by the Agency and attached to each sleeve by the Vendor
Color
Black (003)
Sizes
Regular: S – 5XL
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Long: M – 5XL

SPECIFICATION FOR STYLE S318ZX
Public Safety Soft-Shell Jacket/Liner
DESIGN
The garment shall be full cut, waist length intermediate soft-shell jacket with performance
features designed for public safety use. The garment shall have a full zip front to the top
of the collar, side vent zippers, adjustable sleeves, wind-toggle system, two front waist
draw cords, a back elastic gripper, and zippered hand warmer pockets. All dimensions
and lengths are based on men’s size large. Dimensions and lengths for all other sizes
must be graded appropriately.
The S318ZX must be compatible to be able to zip into any of the existing
Weathertech® waterproof shell jackets.
FABRIC
The fabric shall be a 3-layer soft-shell whose content is 80% polyester 20% polyurethane
and whose construction is 270T/75D and weight of 315gsm. The three layers are as
follows: outer face made of 100% polyester mechanical high-elastic PPT fiber, inner face
made of 100% polyester 100D/144F 165-175gsm non-pill fleece, and a
waterproof/breathable hydrophilic polyurethane membrane bonded in-between.
BODY DETAIL
The front zipper shall be a 26-inch YKK #5 Vislon molded zipper. There shall be an
inside storm placket with a stretch bound edge and rounded at outer corners of the top
and bottom ends. The hand-warmer pockets shall have a 7” long #5 nylon coil reversed
teeth zipper. The hand warmer pockets shall be lined with 100% polyester soft tricot.
Shoulders feature mic-tabs / epaulets permanently affixed and made from same shell
fabric, placed atop a stitched triangular panel wider at the shoulder (5”) and narrower at
the neck seam (2¼”). The epaulets shall be 1 3/8” wide. The epaulet shall be sewn
down at the armhole seam, the neck seam and the horizontal edges except for a 2 1/8”
opening to accept a mic device. The opening shall be bartacked at both ends. The
body of the jacket shall be tapered to allow the garment to be tucked. The sleeves shall
be constructed with a separate stitched panel below the elbow. The inside of the
sleeves shall be fully lined with 100% polyester smooth soft Tricot mesh, for wearer
comfort, and ease of use. The gusseted cuff shall be gathered and sewn with elastic and
a closure tab using power hook and loop. There shall be a loop made of shell fabric at the
lower cuff sewn into the gusset seam to allow for sleeve attachment into any of the
compatible Weathertech® systems shell jackets. There shall be side panels constructed
under each armhole and #5 10" nylon coil side vent zippers at the bottom that shall allow
access to equipment or duty belt. There shall be a 7” zippered side pocket, which aligns
with the front seam of the side panel on each side of the garment. There shall be a snap
tab approximately 7/8” wide by 2” long at the bottom of the side vent zipper equipped with
the female snap head at the end of the tab designed to snap to the male side of the snap
which shall be placed on the front bottom sweep of the jacket.
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INSIDE DETAIL/POCKETS
Two large inside pockets are to be in the garment constructed of two layers of tricot with
a bound opening at the top. The inside pockets shall extend from the center front to the
front seam of the side panels. There shall be a tunneled draw cord at the bottom sweep
on the front of the jacket. The tunnel shall be created by folding the hem of the shell
fabric at the base of the garment. The draw cord shall be elasticized and the ends of
the draw cord shall be sewn down inside the tunnel at the front placket vertical seam
and the side seam of the front panel and shall exit the tunnel at either side of the
garment through two finished eyelet holes. At the exits the draw cord shall have a bead
and barrel lock to allow the cord to be tightened. There shall be a snap tab on each
front panel side seam on the inside of the garment 1½” up from the bottom to secure the
elasticized shock cord when tightened. The snaps on the tabs shall be compression
24L black oxidized snaps with matte finish caps. The back bottom inside band of the
garment shall have a 1” wide elasticized gripper.
Patches
Emblems will be furnished by the Agency and attached to each sleeve by the Vendor
COLOR
Black (003)
CARE
Garment to be fully machine washable, cold water. Do not bleach. Tumble dry low
heat, gentle cycle. Do not use fabric softener. Do not iron. Do not commercially
launder and do not dry clean.
SIZES
Regular S - 5XL

Long: M - 5XL

REQUIREMENTS
All documentation listed below must be provided at the time of the bid opening.
Failure to meet any of the below requirements will result in immediate
disqualification of bid.
1. Manufacturer must be ISO 9001: 2015 certified and a copy of certificate shall be
included with bid and dated prior to the bid release date.
2. If bidding other than the specified garment one size each of Small/Reg;
Medium/Reg; Large/Reg; XL/Reg; 2XL/Reg; 3XL/Reg; 4XL/Reg; 5XL/Reg;
Medium/Long; Large/Long; XL/Long; 2XL/Long; 3XL/Long; 4XL/Long; 5XL/Long is
required at the time of bid opening.
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3. Manufacturer must have and submit a published lifetime warranty against
product defects and component failure. No special warranties shall be accepted
for this bid.
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EXHIBIT D

